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Precarious Pasts and Jewish Collective  
Memory: “Trapped in History” in 2017 America

Caroline Light, Harvard University

People are trapped in history and history is trapped in them.
James Baldwin, “Stranger in the Village” (1953)

The past does not exist independently of the present.
Michel-Rolph Trouillot, Silencing the Past (1994)

An alarming wave of antisemitism kicked off 2017, leaving many Amer-
ican Jews longing for stability, for a sense of identitarian coherence amidst 
mayhem. The Anti-Defamation League documented an 86 percent increase 
in antisemitic incidents—including bomb threats, cemetery and synagogue 
desecrations, and general harassment—compared to the same period in 2016. 
White nationalist and neo-Nazi mobilization has become increasingly visi-
ble nationwide.1 Against this menacing backdrop, enter DC-Comics inspired 
Wonder Woman—the first major superhero movie directed by a woman and 
featuring a female lead—in June 2017. The title character, played by Israeli 
beauty queen and former Israeli Defense Forces (IDF) soldier Gal Gadot, was 
everything one could want in a twenty-first-century Jewish action figure: in-
telligent, righteous, beautiful, and more powerful than any man. It was easy 
to imagine Wonder Woman’s appearance in American movie theaters as an 
answer to many prayers: as a beacon of justice and defender of the innocent in 
a troubled world; as a figure of feminine power and self-determination after 
the defeat of Democratic presidential candidate Hillary Rodham Clinton by a 
man who bragged about his non-consensual exploits with women; as a sym-
bol of Jewish strength and dignity amidst a disquieting surge of antisemitism.

Wonder Woman’s arrival in movie theaters and the spike in antisemitism 
together sparked often heated discussions over the nature of Jewish identity, 
with commentators from a variety of social media and news outlets debating 
Gadot’s race, and Jewish race identity more generally.2 Some insisted on Jew-
ish whiteness and racial privilege, while others asserted that Jewish people 
are anything but white. In response to criticism that the film’s producers did 
not cast a non-white lead, comic book authority Matthew Mueller insisted that 
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Gadot, as an Israeli, is in fact a “person of color.”3 Others took this argument 
further, claiming that Jewish people—regardless of nationality—should not 
be characterized as white. In Forward, Joel Finkelstein and blogger Dani Ishai 
Behan argued that to call Jewish people “white” is to deny their historical 
subjugation and to downplay the persistence of antisemitism. According to 
Finkelstein, “the poisonous narrative [of Jewish whiteness] forcibly decou-
ples Jewish identities and legitimate suffering from the causes of all other 
oppressed persons of color.”4 Others countered that, while American Jews 
have been and continue to be targeted by antisemitism, they are often benefi-
ciaries of racial privilege. Noah Berlatsky, also writing in the Forward, point-
ed to the contemporary visibility and acceptance of Jewish actors as leads in 
mainstream films, compared to the relative scarcity of lead roles for black ac-
tors.5 Feminist theologian Sarah Emanuel opined, “even if we recognize the 
racialized Otherness of Jews historically, Jews with light-toned skin have still, 
in many instances, benefitted from systems of white supremacy, particularly 
in the United States.”6 While Berlatsky’s and Emanuel’s arguments empha-
size current privileges and access to representational power, Finkelstein and 
Behan address a past of “legitimate suffering” that creates a natural alliance 
between Jewish people and other “oppressed persons of color.”7 Both insights 
carry ethical weight and historical resonance, but they stand at odds regarding 
Jewish access to race privilege, as if racial identities were fixed in time, or race 
privilege—and the relative security that comes with it—could not coexist with 
“legitimate suffering,” past or present.

What might appear at first blush an argument over semantics offers a lens 
on the role histories of subjugation play in the contemporary construction of 
Jewish coherence. Amidst a backdrop of rampant antisemitism, growing mil-
itarization of American culture, and persistent assaults on racial justice, ar-
guments exempting Jews from white privilege often embrace the similarities 
between antisemitism and other systems of exclusion without closely inter-
rogating their points of divergence. Fifty years ago, James Baldwin, novelist 
and social critic wrote in a controversial New York Times essay, “One does not 
wish, in short, to be told by an American Jew that his suffering is as great as 
the American Negro’s suffering. It isn’t, and one knows that it isn’t from the 
very tone in which he assures you that it is.”8 His point was not to deny the 
endurance or intensity of antisemitism, but rather to question the appeals to 
fellowship and commonality from those who participate in or benefit from 
racial injustice. 

Our contemporary moment demands that we take Baldwin’s critique se-
riously by interrogating the historical and political terms by which Jewish 
American identities are solidified, often around testimonies of past subju-
gation and appeals to political innocence. This summer’s feminist superhero 
blockbuster offers a poignant lens on the contemporary contours of collective 
memory in the service of Jewish coherence. In the film, Wonder Woman ar-
rives in London during World War I, having played no role in creating the car-
nage; her violence is purely defensive against an enemy who has threatened 
to obliterate mankind. Wonder Woman’s representational power as a force of 
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righteous, defensive violence depends on her innocence of human-generated 
history as well as her absence of complicity in instigating violence. Her hero-
ism derives persuasive power in large part from her political insouciance—she 
had no hand in creating the bloodshed she seeks to resolve—and her historical 
knowledge encompasses only Greek mythology. In this contemporary revi-
sionist fantasy, war is the creation not of human beings but of Ares, the ma-
levolent god of war. Wonder Woman’s lethal attack on Ares and his German 
allies is justified both by her historical innocence and the violent encounter’s 
utopic outcome: a world without war, without genocide. 

How do claims to Jewish minority identity depend on collective memories 
that anchor Jewish coherence in a past of subjugation and slavery? Time-worn 
histories of Jewish coherence often depend upon silences in the process of his-
tory itself, masking the power structures that make such claims resonate with 
twenty-first-century audiences. How might we rethink our attachments to co-
herence and historic intelligibility as terms by which we solidify our collective 
identity as Jewish people and as citizens of an intractably incoherent world? 
In a nation polarized around conflicting appeals to social vulnerability and to 
the legacies of—and resistance to—white supremacy, historical testimonies 
of violence multiply in the service of complex, sometimes competing identity 
claims. When it comes right down to it, Jewish coherence often depends upon 
shared appeals to the past that obfuscate alternative, ambivalent narratives, 
some of which challenge the neat and tidy categories into which we place self 
and other, Jew and non-Jew. The variegated histories of subjugation on which 
these claims for coherence are based reveal that the identity politics of today 
are inextricably entangled with the past, and that the past, in fact, is far from 
behind us.

Incoherent Testimony: The Silence in the Archive

Merriam-Webster defines “coherence” in two seemingly incongruent reg-
isters: “(a) systematic or logical connection or consistency” and “(b) integra-
tion of diverse elements, relationships, or values.”9 The first emphasizes a 
preexisting internal logic or stability while the second addresses the process 
required to unify “diverse elements.” Appeals to shared history help gather 
a multiplicity of politically and culturally “diverse elements” into an intelli-
gible community, even as American Jewish identity remains stubbornly het-
erogeneous. As historian Eric Goldstein and others have demonstrated, this 
process of meaning-making often depends on the assembly of a shared histo-
ry by which Jewish people—in all their cultural, linguistic, political, and yes, 
even racial diversity—are known as a legible collectivity, one subject to unique 
forms of exclusion and violence.10 A shared past of vulnerability and struggle 
for social inclusion thus becomes a vehicle of coherence by which American 
Jewish identity claims are realized. For Joel Finkelstein and others, to call Jews 
“white” is to negate that shared history, to place Jewish people alongside oth-
er light-skinned people who have—to varying degrees—benefitted historical-
ly from and participated in white supremacist power structures.11 
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Trained as a cultural historian, I look for insight into contemporary ap-
peals to historical coherence as outcomes of a particular historical process, one 
where power-infused silences shape collectively circulated narratives. I am in-
debted to the late Haitian anthropologist Michel-Rolph Trouillot, who illumi-
nated the ways in which silence inevitably shapes the multilayered process of 
historical knowledge-production.12 As humans live and as their actions affect 
others and the world around them, so do they narrate the terms of what will 
become their past. But historical actors do not have equal access to the power 
of testimony, and not all testimonies carry the same weight or resonance in 
what eventually becomes “history.” Trouillot’s work demonstrates how the 
stories that comprise historical truth are always at the mercy of human biases, 
mistakes, errors of memory, and above all, imbalances of power. Testimony 
from people who witness or take part in significant events shapes the histor-
ical record, but those from powerless and silenced individuals are less likely 
to find purchase in the traditional archive, and therefore exert less impact in 
shaping what becomes known as historical truth. 

The silencing of certain testimonies is not a matter of deliberate individual 
control or domination. Rather, we collectively participate in the active ma-
nipulation of historical narratives by producing knowledge about the past 
that reflects prevailing needs, anxieties, and ambitions in the contemporary 
moment. As Trouillot cautions, “the past does not exist independently from 
the present.”13 As we summon the histories that resonate for us in the pres-
ent—that help us concretize our collective identities—we necessarily forget 
(or downplay) those that might challenge our ethical authority. Our collective 
identities depend upon the shared memories that are meaningful and intelli-
gible to us, and the shared rituals, celebrations, and memorials that invoke the 
past help bond and solidify communities. Especially as contemporary Jewish-
ness stubbornly resists (ethnic, religious, political, etc.) coherence, our collec-
tive belonging as Jewish people requires historical common ground. Jewish 
intelligibility therefore depends on the capacity to make disparate elements 
cohere around a shared past of precarity, and our contemporary processes of 
historical meaning-making retroactively shape what we are able to remember. 

The testimonies that substantiate mainstream histories of Jewish coherence 
depend on the way we make sense of the archival traces left behind by histor-
ical precursors. Whose testimony matters in the archives of Jewish coherence? 
How do archives from the deep past, as well as from our contemporary mo-
ment, reflect the creation of collective historical memory in the name of Jewish 
coherence, and the dependency of that legibility on identification with subju-
gation? We might observe the ways in which figures of abjection and alteri-
ty—of unfreedom and slavery—haunt our most cherished appeals to Jewish 
coherence-as-freedom and transcendence. 

For Trouillot, history is a “sociohistorical process” that leaves material trac-
es in the form of archives, which then provide sources for our efforts to narrate 
the past, to pass down stories that will lodge themselves in the memories of 
our children, and our children’s children.14 Silences inevitably permeate this 
process, from the moment that a historical act takes place to the point at which 
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it becomes sedimented in collective consciousness as “history.” Trouillot fo-
cuses on four moments in historical production: 1) fact creation or the creation 
of sources; 2) fact assembly, or the creation of archives; 3) fact retrieval, the 
production of narratives; and 4) retrospective significance, the production of 
historical “truth.”15 Temporal distance from the past grants increasing pres-
tige to the narratives created by those in possession of the power not only to 
testify, but to be heard or witnessed by those around them—to be “legible” or 
coherent—in a given moment. Those testimonies that resonate the most, that 
are coherent to the most influential audience, tend to be the stories that best 
conform to the urgent needs and ontologies, the ready-made categories by 
which the world is organized, for those interpreting the past from the present. 
Attending to silences in the process of historical meaning-making enables us 
to consider the stubborn incoherence of historical truth, in the service of new 
ways of theorizing identity formation. 

Our confidence in historical truth influences the production of contempo-
rary identities, just as it depends on the sources informing that truth. Those 
who assemble the archive itself—that which contains the very matter of histo-
ry and the material evidence by which the stories congeal into the historical 
record—are implicated in selecting which experiences are included in that ar-
chive, and which are left out. This failure is sometimes one of memory, but 
more often one of ontology: those collecting history-as-chronology can imag-
ine as historically worthy those facts that validate an accepted or naturalized 
worldview. In other words, we see and internalize only that which is legible, 
or coherent, to us.16

We are also creatures of mimicry and habit, repeating tales that were told 
to us as children, but only the stories that catch in our consciousness as legi-
ble reflections on the ideological spaces we inhabit. Histories of heroism and 
resistance, of triumph over oppression, hold particular sway during times of 
upheaval. Popular fantasies manipulate history itself, as when Wonder Wom-
an’s fictional character slays Ares, the god of war, just in time to prevent the 
future genocide that we as twenty-first-century viewers know to be looming. 
In this case, the superhero succeeds as a figure of historical revision and res-
cue, channeling collective longings into an alternate ending, where war as we 
know it ends and millions of Jewish lives are spared. 

InCredible Witness: The Slave as Figure of Unfreedom

Such a revisionist fantasy answers an archive plagued by violence and loss 
with a narrative of empowerment and rescue. As Gadot’s Wonder Woman un-
leashes her self-possessed, righteous fury on the German army, she forecloses 
the eventuality of Nazi genocide. In sharp contrast to this empowered Jewish 
superhero, contingency and disempowerment haunt the conceptual framing 
of many of the narratives and histories that legitimize Jewishness as a bound 
and intelligible collectivity, recognized from within as well as without. From 
the deep past to the present, the fetishized figure of the slave has helped con-
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cretize the boundaries differentiating Jews from non-Jews. A simultaneously 
knowable and unknowable figure that resurfaces in the crucial texts used to 
trace and reaffirm Jewish genealogies, the slave serves often as a symbol of 
unfreedom against whom Jews might know themselves to be free. We might 
observe, for example, how the figure of the slave appears as one of three iden-
tity-delineating boundaries in the blessings, dating back to antiquity, that ob-
servant Jewish men have recited daily upon waking: 

Blessed are You, God, our Lord, King of the universe, who has not made me 
a gentile.

Blessed are You, God, our Lord, King of the universe, who has not made me 
a woman.

Blessed are You, God, our Lord, King of the universe, who has not made me 
a slave.17

If knowing ourselves by what we are not is vital to the practice of coher-
ence, the way in which “disparate elements” may cohere into a recognizable 
collectivity depends upon the boundaries separating us from others, those 
who constitute the outer limits of subjectivity. These oft-repeated blessings 
invoked the slave, the woman, and the gentile as recognizable archetypes of 
otherness against which Jewishness cohered around free and sovereign mas-
culinity. In his historical analysis of the “Three Blessings,” Reform rabbi and 
religious scholar Yoel Kahn argues that the blessings evinced “the ongoing 
desire to establish authenticity” by naming the various categories of humanity 
against whom Jewish manhood defined itself.18 The slave in these instances of 
ritualized Jewish coherence is one of intersectional alterity, a figure defined 
more by its alienation and difference than its distinct personhood. Jewishness 
as freedom-from-bondage, particularly the freedom to worship God, rather 
than an earthly ruler, gains coherence from its presumed masculinity in juxta-
position to the feminized subordination of enslavement. 

Similarly gendered contrasts—wherein masculinity signifies freedom and 
sovereignty in contrast to feminized subservience—appear in legal archives 
as well. In antiquity, Jewish courts defined a viable witness as male, free, and 
properly Jewish, while excluding slaves, women, apostates, and other pre-
sumably untrustworthy individuals from providing legal testimony.19 Ac-
cording to feminist Talmud scholar Judith Hauptman, “the lack of distinction 
between a male and a female slave makes clear that ‘slave’ status, not gender, 
was the issue that could disqualify or qualify them” as witnesses in a partic-
ular case.20 But what if social status itself is gendered? Although “women” 
are differentiated from credible witnesses by their non-masculine gender, and 
“slaves” are distinguished by their non-freedom, each is similarly excluded 
from the capacity to offer credible testimony based upon their social subordi-
nation and lack of sovereignty. The traditional exclusion of women and slaves 
from testimony suggests a gendered epistemology of incoherence by which 
Jewish authenticity coheres in sovereign masculinity. 
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I invoke the figure of the slave not to suggest an ahistorical or universal-
izing narrative of slavery, or to presume all forms of slavery politically and 
economically equivalent. On the contrary, I ask that we think self-critically 
about the ways in which the enslaved person has been fetishized as an object 
of historical instrumentality—as a figure of alienation and alterity, of unfree-
dom—in naturalized narratives of Jewish coherence, many of which persist 
today. The silences around certain power-infused sources of historical testi-
mony, and the resulting archival absences, must be at the center of critical 
interrogations of Jewish coherence. 

In “Venus in Two Acts,” feminist literary scholar Saidiya Hartman writes 
“at the limit of the unspeakable and the unknown” to address the absence of 
any “autobiographical narrative of a female captive who survived the Middle 
Passage.”21 She mines the archives of transatlantic slavery, attending to the 
silences and lacunae, the erasures that pose the enslaved woman as an un-
named object of sexual violence: “no one remembered her name or recorded 
the things she said, or observed that she refused to say anything at all. Hers is 
an untimely story told by a failed witness.”22 Called “Venus,” after the Roman 
goddess of love, by those who possessed and exploited her, the girl about 
whom Hartman writes could not testify to her experience, and those who 
caused and bore witness to her suffering and untimely death did not consider 
hers a loss worth grieving. Rather, her death appears cursorily in the archive 
because of the property loss it occasioned, and the possibility of legal malfea-
sance due to the ship captain’s abuse. We receive “no picture of her everyday 
life, no pathway to her thoughts”; the violence she suffered recorded as crimes 
against property.23 

As Hartman’s work demonstrates, the absence of testimony—the words of 
millions whose lives often ended violently and anonymously in the holds of 
slave ships, or on whose reproductive labor this nation’s political and econom-
ic dominance depended—obfuscates the lived experiences of enslaved wom-
en. The absolute absence of firsthand testimony from these historical actors 
creates a void that gets filled by default depictions of the enslaved by those 
who owned them. In the case of “Venus,” we witness the invention—by gener-
ations of white, male, historical truth-tellers—of a perpetually receptive object 
of sexual depravity. The figure of the enslaved woman thus gains coherence 
through her reproduction as the eroticized site of multiplying violence, with 
catastrophic consequences for contemporary epistemologies of personhood.24

Hartman’s effort to speak to an unrecoverable testimony points to the bru-
tal implications for Trouillot’s fourth layer in the historical process, the cre-
ation of retrospective significance of the past. The absence of testimony from 
“Venus,” the resulting incoherence of an archive in which we cannot access 
the lived experiences, words, and daily thoughts of millions of enslaved wom-
en brutalized in the Middle Passage, reverberates forcefully in the present. 
Hartman attends to the “afterlife of property . . . the detritus of lives with 
which we have yet to attend, a past that has yet to be done, and the ongoing 
state of emergency in which black life remains in peril.”25 The past still lingers, 
is not quite past, and the missing matter of history has grim implications for 
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those living at the volatile intersections of structural and epistemological vio-
lence today.

If our historic archives are by design constructed around willful, power-in-
fused silences, then what takes shape as historical truth depends on the rela-
tion of the “truth-tellers” to larger structures of power. In Trouillot’s analysis, 
the composition of archives depends on the deliberate curation of testimo-
nies, those that appear (to the curator) worthy of inclusion. Further, identitar-
ian frames and logics of difference invest the process of archive-construction 
with power in multiple ways. The voices and circumstances of enslaved peo-
ple—including the young girls and women who experienced untold violence 
aboard transatlantic slave ships—were rarely documented directly, nor were 
their stories deemed worthy of inclusion in what counts as “real history,” un-
less they were implicated in legal controversy, providing testimony in matters 
of concern to white power.26 It is in these rare instances we might glimpse 
the enslaved person’s testimony in the historical record, but even then, their 
voice is ciphered through the language of those with authority to document 
what they deem relevant and to leave out that which they deem irrelevant. Or 
incoherent. Archival assembly has always depended upon someone’s judg-
ment about what makes sense to include, a quest for coherence that inevitably 
leaves gaping wounds.

The History Trapped in Us

Perhaps ours is not a world in which slavery has ceased to exist; rather, it 
is one in which dehistoricized gestures to slavery help us tidily and coherent-
ly delimit the boundaries of justice. In reply to an English woman’s descrip-
tion of her work as a secretary, Wonder Woman quips, “where I come from, 
that’s called slavery.” Hers is a convenient shorthand by which contempo-
rary American audiences may imagine the antithesis of the liberated woman. 
Wonder Woman, representing an earlier era in which Greek slavery prevailed, 
addresses her twenty-first-century audience from a film set one hundred years 
ago. We might imagine “Venus”—or, in the Greek case, Aphrodite—as a har-
ried administrative assistant dashing to deliver her boss’s coffee. If women’s 
liberation from patriarchal power—the core mission of modern liberal fem-
inism—is the antithesis of a historically, geographically, and culturally in-
determinate state of slavery, how do we account for the intersecting power 
structures by which many are excluded from the benefits and protections of 
full citizenship, and those for whom the binaristic compulsions of normative 
gender are always-already cross-cut with racialized violence? Our feminist 
heroine obliterates patriarchal power in the form of a proto-Nazi German 
army; as novelist Robert Rath writes in the popular culture blog, Waypoint, 
“it’s hard to hate a movie where a Jewish actress rams a sword through a 
prominent Nazi.”27 Our spectacle of Nazi-killing feminist fury leaves the less 
visible, normalized traces of contemporary white supremacy comfortably, co-
herently in place. 
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The film’s contortions of history evince the facility with which we borrow 
the moral authority of the powerless and silenced even as we resist close inter-
rogation of our own complicity in regimes of domination. Appeals to precar-
ity-based coherence appear and become naturalized in our performative rit-
uals. We might consider the seder, the Jewish annual celebration of liberation 
from Egyptian slavery. Our leftist, queer, and feminist Haggadah revisions 
notwithstanding, what political work is done in the service of Jewish coher-
ence when we celebrate our collective freedom by comparing it to a remote 
past of unfreedom, characterized in a dehistoricized figure of the slave? 

The slave looms large in the varied retellings of this ages-old story of subju-
gation and oppression, of resistance and liberation. In fact, one is hard pressed 
in the process of multiple retellings across the ages, to particularize the figure 
of the slave, to ground the slave in a past beyond her biblical abstractions. 
According to Jewish Studies scholar Catherine Hezser, “The experience of 
slavery seems to have been such a familiar phenomenon in ancient Jewish so-
ciety that its terminology was also used metaphorically in the religious, social, 
psychological, and political realm.”28 What does this “familiar phenomenon” 
mean to us as Jewish people today, and to which “experience of slavery” do 
our contemporary Haggadot refer? More often than not, the seder’s retelling 
of the story of Exodus naturalizes a decontextualized figure of slavery, one 
manufactured through the cascading silences of our persistently inadequate 
archive, a subjugated other whose unfreedom and archival invisibility made 
certain forms of liberation possible, but only for some. What historical legacies 
are made and unmade in this process of repeated, performative historical nar-
ration, and what silences preserved? 

As Hartman shows, the lack of coherent testimony from historical actors—
those whose bodies were used for grueling menial and reproductive labor, 
and for sexual gratification, and whose value as commodities nullified their 
humanity—resonates in the present. For these historical actors, the archive 
is a mute, occasionally echoing cavern that reverberates in our contemporary 
world’s distorted depictions of black personhood as criminal and threatening, 
as effortlessly commodifiable, as not-entitled to full humanity. State-sanctioned 
violence in the service of “national security” and “public safety” continues to 
claim the lives of a growing multitude of people of color. While activists chal-
lenge the state to make good on its hitherto rhetorical commitment to equal 
justice, insisting “Black Lives Matter,” white counter-protesters divert atten-
tion away from the historic precarity of blackness. The rejoinder “All Lives 
Matter” suggests that insistence on life and security for racially minoritized 
people undermines universal claims to humanity. The claim and subsequent 
counterclaim share a similar embeddedness in and reliance upon histories of 
collective vulnerability, but they are based on competing sources of testimo-
nial evidence. Perhaps more perniciously, the counterclaim obfuscates the im-
pact of multilayered historical silence in American archives of precarity. The 
testimonies of Jewish Americans dating back to our nation’s settler colonialist 
roots echo through this archive, grounding the panoply of Jewish experiences 
in historical evidence while concretizing the coherence of “Jewish American.” 
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How might Hartman’s and Trouillot’s exegesis of historical knowl-
edge-production help address the complex relationship between histories of 
subjugation and contemporary debates about Jewish race identity? What are 
the ethical implications of collapsing histories of racism and antisemitism, 
particularly in testimonies by which Jewish people are imagined not only 
as subject to similar historic harms as African Americans, but also as natural 
allies in ongoing struggles for racial justice? Such potentially uncomfortable 
self-reflection is urgent when modern crusaders for intersectional justice in 
the United States seek common cause with Palestinians while accusing the 
Israeli government of “genocide” and “apartheid.”29 Criticism of this rhetoric 
was swift and came from left-leaning as well as conservative Jewish commen-
tators, many of whom condemned the 2016 Black Lives Matter platform as 
antisemitic.30

In his denunciation of the platform’s “Vision for Black Lives,” Tablet Mag-
azine senior writer and former IDF soldier Liel Leibovitz invoked Jewish pre-
carity as the grounds for armed defensive militancy. In an online publication 
that disguises its corporate sustenance behind a veneer of hipster edginess, 
Leibovitz described firearms as great equalizers, as levelers of socio-economic, 
ethnic, gender, and racial difference.31 About his multicultural group of IDF 
trainees, Leibovitz writes, “with guns in hand, we were so evidently and so 
beautifully equal.”32 Here, lethal weapons provide a commonsense solution to 
two pressing issues: Jewish vulnerability to antisemitic violence and the need 
for the otherwise elusive “level playing field” for all minoritized people. Lei-
bovitz thus frames armed self-defense as both a right and an urgent necessity 
for Jewish people, as a shield against antisemitic violence and as evidence of 
a commitment to liberal multiculturalism. Contra the claims of Israel’s critics, 
particularly the framers of “A Vision for Black Life,” Leibovitz suggests that 
Jewish self-defense in the present promises a brighter, more inclusive future, 
one grounded in a historic triumph over subjugation. One might picture an 
otherworldly, heroic Wonder Woman in wartime London: no one can ques-
tion the nobility of her motives because she did not create the catastrophe she 
has been sent to repair. For Leibovitz, IDF soldiers are the heroic, armed “good 
guys” coming to the rescue of the weak; their “beautiful equality” a rejoinder 
to assertions of Israeli complicity in Palestinian suffering. The moral absolut-
ism of this appeal to simultaneous Jewish precarity and heroism silences what 
Leibovitz dubs the “racist critics” who question the historical logic of militant 
self-defense and the testimony of Jewish vulnerability on which it is based. 

Might our IDF-trained, Jewish Wonder Woman use her golden lasso to 
help extract painful truths against a rising tide of “alternative facts” and stub-
bornly widespread historical amnesia? Could the heated discussions her vis-
ibility has sparked lead us toward a more honest and forthright politics of 
remembrance? As an Israeli, Gadot is a foreigner in the United States, just as 
her on-screen avatar is a foreigner in London, a place she dubs “hideous.” In 
each location—the film world and the real—Gadot’s/Wonder Woman’s exot-
ic accent and ignorance of the cultural surround mark her as a stranger and 
non-citizen. She arrives in London mystified by the bloodshed and ignorant of 
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human history; she has played no role in instigating the war, nor is she aware 
of its causes beyond the stratagems of a malevolent god whose engine of de-
struction happens to be the German army. In fact, Wonder Woman’s capacity 
to serve as a savior, to mete out violence in the service of protection, not ag-
gression, depends on her capacity to stand outside of history. Wonder Wom-
an’s political and historical innocence may be her most resonant superpower, 
one that rubs off on the actual woman playing her so coherently as heroine 
whose righteousness is beyond question. 

This performance of heroic insouciance resonates in a time of stubborn in-
coherence, where state-fueled aggression targets the most vulnerable in the 
name of security for the powerful few, masking the structures that naturalize 
the murder and criminalization of people excluded from the exonerating pow-
er of whiteness. Under these circumstances, what is the relationship of owning 
(or denying) one’s white privilege to owning (or denying) one’s complicity in 
these naturalizing structures? The quandary is by necessity a historical one. 
People whose ancestors were once excluded from what W.E.B. du Bois fa-
mously called “the public and psychological wage” of white privilege might 
enjoy significant access to those privileges today.33 Great-grandchildren of 
European immigrants who fled pogroms and genocidal antisemitism to face 
literacy tests, discrimination, and poverty in the goldene medine (Golden Land) 
often take for granted the spoils of race privilege in the form of unquestioned 
voting rights, access to upward mobility, and genial treatment by law enforce-
ment.34 Yet Jewish access to the “wages of whiteness” has been questioned 
time and time again, and we are reminded of that fragility when Jewish ceme-
teries and memorials, spaces of worship, and daycare centers are defaced and 
threatened, when white nationalist protesters wearing swastikas and crying 
“Jews will not replace us” receive police protection and tacit presidential sup-
port in the name of “free speech.”35 

What kinds of historical testimony will we allow to legitimate our most 
urgent calls for action? As an epidemic of antisemitism threatens our security, 
how might we attend to the archival silences that displace alternative visions of 
social justice at a time when it is most tempting to cling to binaristic framings 
of “us” versus “them,” and when neofascist political assemblages compete for 
the attention of those caught up in the terror of spectacularized violence? It is 
precisely at these moments that the call to coherence rings out as a seductive 
promise of safety, of timeless belonging for those who feel vulnerable. As we 
explore and question difference and coherence, the slippery line separating 
“Jew” from “non-Jew,” we must return again to the past to revisit and decode 
our time-honored histories, to read into and beyond the gaping silences. And 
the methods for excavating them are by necessity complex, interdisciplinary, 
and disconcertingly inter-implicating. 

Perhaps this moment commands us to rethink our privileged relation to 
testimony, to firsthand evidence from a living witness. We might note that 
not all testimony matters in the same way. Notwithstanding technological ad-
vances, such as iPhones, that allow us to record in-the-moment atrocities as 
they are experienced, and then to project them endlessly to virtual audienc-
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es too numerous to count, much firsthand testimony remains inadequate to 
shift the wheels of justice. Civilians continue to capture the visual evidence 
of police violence against African Americans and to preserve them in a vast 
cyber-archive: Eric Garner’s death as a police officer crushed his windpipe 
even as he pleaded “I can’t breathe”; Philando Castile’s polite but futile efforts 
to comply with police commands to retrieve his license; the rough arrest of 
Sandra Bland after she refused to extinguish her cigarette.36 Our audio-visual 
archive proliferates, shattering geospatial boundaries, and enlisting us all as 
witnesses in a seemingly endless cycle of black disposability, a recurring crisis 
in value. The testimonial proof of police violence against people of color circu-
lates endlessly, spectacularizing black suffering in a world increasingly desen-
sitized to, willfully unanchored from, and in denial of its ongoing investment 
in white supremacy. And justice for the murdered remains elusive.37 

To return to Trouillot, and to echo James Baldwin, we are never more 
“trapped in history” as when we pretend otherwise. Baldwin’s 1953 asser-
tion marks a reciprocal entrapment—not only are we “trapped in history,” but 
“history is trapped in [us].”38 His was a call for a return to, and a meticulous 
taking stock of, not just a shamefully violent past; he called for self-critical rec-
ognition, the antidote to collective white amnesia, of brutal legacies not quite 
past. He insisted on a return to the silence-infused archive to attend to the un-
equal uses of testimony to shape historical truth claims and the reverberating 
effects of these claims in the volatile place and time in which he wrote. 

I cannot imagine a more fitting aphorism for today’s crisis of identitarian 
logic, and the pressing anxiety that drives many to rally under the seductive 
banner of exclusionary nationalism through draconian immigration restric-
tions, cuts to social welfare, and multiplying appeals to militarized self-de-
fense and armed citizenship. Perhaps Wonder Woman’s success as a figure of 
feminist progressivism can be traced to her political naïveté and historical in-
nocence, not to mention her ignorance of the circumstances that commanded 
her heroism. As New York Times film critic A.O Scott said of Wonder Woman, 
“Her sacred duty is to bring peace to the world. Accomplishing it requires a lot 
of killing, but that’s always the superhero paradox.”39 A similar paradox rests 
at the heart of contemporary American Jewish claims to coherence, when they 
are based in shared histories of precarity that vindicate self-defensive violence 
in the service of peace. Untangling that paradox requires that we take full 
stock of the ways in which our routine invocations of past vulnerability may 
blind us to our complicity with present injustice. My hope is that we might 
become, as Trouillot suggests, more “suspicious of obvious genealogies,” par-
ticularly those that impose a tidy coherence on a stubbornly complex, knotty, 
incoherent, and above all, uncomfortable past.40 
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